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Mr. Hinrichs is vice president of operations for Magma 
Power Company and president of Imperial Magma. 

I want to apologize for my associate, Gil Lombard [Sand Diego Gas and Elec- 
tric Company], for his not being here to present the paper [on low-salinity heat 
exchanger performance tests for the Imperial Valley resource]. I’m sure it 
would be of much interest to you. However, I don’t mind pinch-hitting for him 
because he is in the Imperial Valley, starting construction of a test facility that is 
the first step, I hope, in bringing revenue to Imperial Magma. 

I can’t give you any of the specific facts and figures associated with the tests 
themselves, but I thought it might be of interest to give you a little briefing on 
what has gone on in the way of heat exchanger testing because it would appear 
that in many of the applications of the geopressured geothermal resource, heat 
exchangers are going to be involved in one way or another. 

In the western area, Magma in association with San Diego Gas and Electric in 
the Imperial Valley and also in other areas where we have discovered low- 
salinity reservoirs has done some reservoir testing and we feel that the binary- 
type process might be the only economic means to utilize some of these reser- 
voirs, so I’ve been very interested in heat exchanger performance with these 
brines. 

We find that the brine composition varies from reservoir to reservoir and that 
we don’t have enough chemical and scientific information on the behavior of 
the brines with temperature changes to move into actual process design for a 
generating facility. Because of this, portable, small-scale heat exchanger 
testing units were built. San Diego Gas and Electric has built a unit that involves 
four shell-and-tube heat exchangers operating in series, and Magma Energy, 
another subsidiary of our company, has built a unit that has a one tube and four 
shell-and-tube heat exchangers in Series. These units have been used in the 
field to get some actual operating experience on heat exchanger performance. 
These units were both designed and built by the Ben Holt Company, which is an 
engineering and contracting firm in the Pasadena, California, area. 

The San Diego unit has a cooling mechanism using a water-operated cooling 
tower. The Magma Energy unit has an air-cooled device that is used in con- 
junction with distilled water that is circulated on the shell side of the heat ex- 
changers to extract the heat from the brine as it passes through the inside of 
the tube. The tubes are relatively easy to remove so that you can conduct tests 
with different types of materials. The advantage that we’ve found in having four 
shells operating in series is that you can not only evaluate the overall heat ex- 
changer performance, but you can also study the effects of temperature. 

Most low-salinity reservoir testing that we’ve done-and when I speak of low 
salinity, this would vary from a low total dissolved solidsof 2,000 mhligrams per 
liter up to about 15,000 milligrams per liter-was in conjunction with well tests. 
These heat exchanger tests were conducted by diverting a portion of the flow 
from the producing well and running it through the heat exchange device. 

The San Diego heat exchanger, I believe, has a flow rate of about 70 gallons 
per minute on the brine side and the Magma Energy unit has a flow rate of 
about 30 gallons per minute. We’ve found that these flow rates are sufficient to 
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i get some good data and to establish trend results on heat exchanger perfor- 
mance in a relatively short period of time. Operating these units for about 400 
to 600 hours establishes a good trend line on the heat exchange unit will 
operate before despostion reduces the performance below design levels, mak- 
ing it necessary to shut down the unit for cleaning. 

The effect of brine temperature is of great importance. Let’s take an exam- 
ple. If you’re producing a 350°F fluid, your first tube may operate from 350°F to 
3OO0F, the second one from 300°F to 250”F, the third one from 250°F to 200”F, 
and the last one from 200°F down to as low as you can get it. In our tests, we’ve 
been down as low as 130°F. The way this system is instrumented, you can look 
at the performance of each individual unit to see just where the bulk of the scal- 
ing occurs. Curiously enough, we found that in almost all the tests with these 
reservoirs, the bulk of your scaling occurs below 200 degrees. Thus, when we 
get to the point of designing a system, there is a basis for evaluation and the 
optimization of the brine exit temperature. You may find you can go to 200 
degrees with relatively minor scaling, but if you go another 50 degrees down on 
your brine temperature, you get into your scaling problem, so you’ll have to op- 
timize the engineering process on the basis of both energy extraction and scal- 
ing. 

I think we’ve found, and I think it certainly would be a very good supplemen- 
tary aspect to any well testing that goes on here in the geopressured zone, to 
use a heat exchanger test device like this to establish heat exchanger perfor- 
mance for these reservoirs. These data will allow you to predict the run time 
between shutdowns of the processing plant, to make material selection, to 
develop the descaling method, to investigate chemical and mechanical clean- 
ing, and to establish the process design criteria before you go into full-scale 
operations. 

Thank you very much for your time. If we do have time and there are a few 
questions, 1’11 be happy to answer them if I can. 
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Discussion 

In San Francisco last week there was considerable stir caused by two plant- 
cost estimates, one originating from the Bechtel/Corporation at $1620 a 
kilowatt and from your organization at about $600. Would you have a comment 
on that at all? 

Well, I wasn’t there, but I know of the controversy, and I want to clear one 
thing up-that the $600 kilowatt cost, I don’t believe, came from our organiza- 
tion. However, 1’11 certainly support it. I guess it‘s just a matter of how you’re 
looking at the animal and the actual experience that you had and where you are 
in your particular state of testing. Certainly you can see costs all over the map, 
and I think that was good evidence of it. 

We certainly want to get the cost as low as we can and do everything that we 
can in that regard. 

What type of scaling did you observe? 

I can’t tell you precisely, but the bulk of the scaling is due to silica com- 
pounds of one type or another. The waters with which we were working in 
almost all of these tests were in the range of 200 to 300 milligrams per liter of 
dissolved silica in the water. 

It may be that this is similar. I haven’t heard any comments today on what 
silica levels are anticipated in the geopressured zone. From the temperature 
we’re talking about, I would suspect that it would be similar to that. We’ve found 
that the dissolved salts really don’t precipitate, and they aren’t the problem. It’s 
the trace elements such as silica that give you the scaling problems. 

I understand that in the heat exchange system, that the whole group is going 
to use the steam in heat exchange. Is that correct or are you going to use 
water? 

We were discussing earlier a process that is being utilized at the Salton Sea 
field that is a high-salinity, very-high-temperature reservoir, where the wells are 
being naturally flowed, and there is a process in use there with steam. All these 
areas that I have reference to are more in the lower-temperature, low-salinity 
range, and there we’re talking about a straight water-to-hydrocarbon heat ex- 
changer. 

What kind of volumes are you going to pump, say, for a 5- or 10-megawatt 
power plant? These are not normally pressured, but what kind of volumes are 
you looking at through your heat exchangers for say, a 300°F to 250OF drop in 
temperature? 

That‘s, of course, a function of your Inlet temperature and your outlet 
temperature 00 the heat exchanger, and on the process efficiencies. I can’t 
really give you any specifics. We’re probably talking in the range of 100 to 150 
pounds of geothermal fluid per kilowatt hour generated. However, again, it’s 
strictly a function of that process efficiency and an economic tradeoff of looking 
at the overall project. 
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